Learning disability and autism partners

Weekly webinar – updates, hot topics, opportunities

NHS England and NHS Improvement
Agenda

1. DHSC update
2. PHE update:
   o Data analysis
3. NHSE/I update:
   o Issues raised by stakeholders
   o Supporting patients who are unwell with COVID-19 – latest publications
   o Latest publications - updated CeTR planner, updated ‘Managing Demand and Capacity’, Patient, Carer and Family Engagement and Communication during the Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic”
4. Hearing from partners - hot topics
5. Working together
Public Health England update

Data analysis intention:

• convene an intelligence network of internal and external experts
• work with health protection colleagues to see what data we can take from the outbreak response, including new care home reporting
• use established data sets, ie ONS
• collaborate with colleagues to see what insights external sources of data such as LeDeR can add
• collaborate with academic colleagues, in the UK and internationally

• acknowledge the complexity of interpreting data and importance of getting that right
• draw conclusions carefully
NHSE/I update:

- Issues raised by stakeholders
- Supporting patients who are unwell with COVID-19 – latest publications
- Latest publications - updated CeTR planner, updated ‘Managing Demand and Capacity’, Patient, Carer and Family Engagement and Communication during the Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
• What are the main questions you’re getting from members of your network?
• What is the most helpful thing you feel you’ve been able to do for them?

Over to partners – please add in the chat
Working together

• Update on joint working

• Anything else people would find helpful?